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Going to meet a reporter for an interview can be equal parts nervewracking, exciting and terrifying. I spent a few minutes today on the
phone with one of my clients, who was preparing to be interviewed for
a local TV station about a big commercial real estate deal he’d handled.
The deal was getting a lot of attention because it was picked up by the
local Business Journal and a press release had been issued.
The property involved was a historic building in downtown Raleigh,
and the client planned to meet the reporter on site.
After I covered the basic aesthetics about not wearing horizontal
stripes and ensuring he wasn’t sweating, which was my way of
getting him comfortable and attempting to decrease any underlying
anxiety, I moved on to the main points I wanted to drive home.
Here are five pieces of advice I felt were the most important
for the experience ahead:
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You are more in control than you think.
As a former journalist who has produced and written tons of TV stories and
conducted even more interviews, I know firsthand that a reporter often goes
in knowing exactly what is needed—and may even have an idea of the
preferred sound bites to round out the piece—so sometimes the reporter will
ask questions that will deliver them. I encouraged my client to answer not only
the reporter’s questions but also questions he may not have been asked.
A good sound bite is a good sound bite, and if you provide good content,
it will not be left out because the reporter didn’t come up with the question on
their own. If you advance the story, you just might be rewarded in the end.

Place an emphasis on what you know.
When asked a question for which you don’t fully know the answer, use it as an
opportunity to pivot to what you do know. A simple way to do that? Incorporate
this phrase: “But here’s what I do know….” Not only does that set you up to go
on a bit of a different path, but also you are creating the beginning of a sound
bite that emphasizes your knowledge, not the lack thereof.

Inquire about the purpose of the piece.
Is it ever a good idea to get involved with something with no idea why you’re
doing it? No, so don’t do it. Always feel free to ask what the reporter is trying
to accomplish with the story and who else the reporter might be talking to,
if anyone. This is not a question I received much, if at all, when meeting
interview subjects for stories. Most times I offered it up so interview subjects
would have a full understanding of how they fit into the piece; most journalists
do this as part of landing the interview anyway. But once we were face to face,
subjects rarely inquired further. Grasping the concept and being clear on what
the reporter hopes to achieve can inspire your thoughts and even help you
understand the importance of what you bring to the story itself.
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Do not speculate in areas that could create controversy.
Once you venture into speculation during an interview, an entirely different
story could take shape, and chances are it will.
Making predictions on a topic on which you have great amounts of expertise is
not the same as speculating at random. For instance, in the case of my client
mentioned earlier, if he is asked to give an opinion on how difficult it can be
to close deals on historic landmarks, he can base that on his experience and
expertise and even stick to the nuances of the current deal to shed some light
on the topic. But if he is asked whether or not he believes historic landmarks
should be sold to specific groups or used for certain purposes, his answer
could have serious implications— and subsequently become a lead story or
even alienate his client, depending on how it’s answered.
You are not obligated to answer every question, particularly if you are
unsure of the answer or feel it may take you down an undesirable path.

Always offer more information when asked.
Most reporters ask at the end of an interview if there is anything else you’d like
to add. Always say yes. Use this as an opportunity to underscore your top-line
messaging, to add something else that you feel wasn’t explored fully or that
you didn’t get to answer in great detail, or to introduce a new element or final
thought. Even if you believe you have absolutely nothing else to add, always
end with a powerful, positive statement that is memorable and captures why
you are being interviewed in the first place.
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